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F
ancy models aren’t necessary to explain how 
membrane proteins huddle together in clusters. 
Findings from Jochen Sieber, Thorsten Lang 
(Max Planck Institute, Göttingen, Germany), and 
colleagues reveal that clusters are one membrane 
protein’s natural state.
Most membrane proteins form small, organized 
multicopy domains. Scientists have hoped that lipid 
rafts might explain this compartmentalization. But Lang 
isn’t convinced. “There are too many types of domains 
to explain by lipids alone,” he says. “Lipid–lipid 
interactions would not mediate enough specifi  city.”
A newer model suggests that cytoskeletal proteins 
form fences and pickets that corral proteins. “But 
then how do you get diversity?” asks Lang. “Proteins 
are just sorted by size. It can only explain a limited 
number of areas.”
Neither model explains why two very similar 
membrane fusion proteins, syntaxins 1 and 4, segregate 
into different clusters. These proteins have cytoplasmic 
SNARE motifs, which like to self-associate. Lang and 
coworkers now show that this propensity is enough to 
explain their specifi  c clustering.
By characterizing syntaxin 1 clusters in detail, the 
authors found that most copies of syntaxin 1 were stuck 
in immobile clusters of 75 molecules, whereas a 
few—presumably upon release 
from the periphery—were freely 
diffusing and could exchange 
between clusters. The removal 
of cytosolic factors, including 
actin, did not increase their 
motility. But deletion of their 
SNARE domains did.
If SNARE association brings 
clusters together, a repulsive force 
must also limit cluster size, as 
revealed by computer simulations. 
The group imagined that repulsion 
might be provided by syntaxin 1’s 
large N terminus. An in silico model of the clusters 
suggested that this bulky domain caused molecules near 
the cluster rim to bend over more, which should prevent 
more copies from joining. Charges caught within the 
oligomerized domains might also create repulsion.
“The whole thing can be explained purely by these 
two simple counteracting forces,” says Lang. “We pre-
dict that other proteins self-aggregate equally well.” 
Ion transporters and membrane-bound receptors, for 
example, also have domains that form oligomers.
Reference: Sieber, J.J., et al. 2007. Science. 
317:1072–1076.
T
he Feng shui of Golgi arrangement helps give neurons 
their distinctive shapes, say Bing Ye, Ye Zhang, Yuh 
Nung Jan, and colleagues (University of California, San 
Francisco, CA). Dendrites, the group ﬁ  nds, rely on the secretory 
pathway for growth more than axons do.
A young neuron is a mass of tiny neurites, one of which 
becomes an axon while the others form dendrites. To ﬁ  nd the 
blueprints for these very different architectures, Jan’s group 
identiﬁ  ed mutations that hampered the growth of dendrites but 
not axons. Several of their mutants impaired the transport of 
secretory membrane vesicles from the ER to the Golgi.
The secretory block 
reorganized the small, 
isolated stacks of Golgi
—called outposts—that 
are found predomi-
nately in dendrites. 
When outposts inched 
forward, dendrites sur-
vived and extended. 
When outposts retreat-
ed, branches followed. 
Both extension and retraction required the outposts. “If we 
damage the outposts, we ﬁ  nd that branches become station-
ary,” says Jan.
Axons, by contrast, were much more indifferent to secretion 
blocks. “Golgi outposts are not the only thing,” says Jan. “Vesicles 
can go directly from Golgi in the soma to the [axonal] growth 
cone.” And material can also be taken in from one part of the 
plasma membrane and inserted directly into another. These path-
ways might be enough for growing axons, which require less 
morphological remodeling. “In axons,” says Jan, “changes hap-
pen mostly at the growth cone. In dendrites, it happens all over.”
The ﬁ  nal sum of these changes is different for each class 
of neurons. “Neuronal cell types are distinguished by their 
arboreal morphology,” says Jan. “There are hundreds, maybe 
thousands of different shapes. So how do we generate these? 
It’s not random.” The authors now plan to compare outpost 
distribution in these different classes of neurons.
Only a few other dendrite shapers are known, including 
the NeuroD transcription factor and a neural activity–dependent 
kinase. Jan and colleagues will now examine whether these 
proteins control outpost distribution.
Reference: Ye, B., et al. 2007. Cell. 130:717–729.
Syntaxin can form clusters such as 
these without outside help.
The growth of dendrites (top) is impaired 
by blocks in the secretory pathway 
(right), but axons (bottom) fare just ﬁ  ne.
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Golgi helps shape dendrites
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